
 

Registrar’s Advisory Committee Minutes 
Meeting: 9:00-10:00 a.m. CDT on Monday, December 7, 2020, via Zoom 

 

Agenda 

Approval of November minutes 

Announcements 
TES reminder 
Room Search update 

Academic Policy Petition and One-Time Only Late Withdrawal 

Fall 2020 semester updates 
End of term reminders 
Grading basis changes for fall and spring semesters 
Academic Probation & Suspension Information Fall 2020 

Spring 2021 semester updates 
Start of term 
Fall (2021) registration queue shift 

Summer semester 2021 updates 

Fall semester 2021 updates 

Student Change emails 

Academic Alerts 

Pre-Health APAS reports now live to run from What if list 

TADA update (text-only update) 

 

Approval of November minutes 

No corrections submitted 

Announcements 

TES reminder 

Stephanie Sutton 

Do you communicate regularly with your department TES approvers? If so we need your help! 
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Remind faculty approvers in your colleges/departments about the importance of making timely 
equivalency decisions. The expectation is that a decision is returned within three weeks of the request 
being sent out. Many students rely on these decisions to assist them with their course registration 
decisions. 

Room Search update  

Sarah Kussow 

During the Thanksgiving holiday, OCM launched a new Room Search website, and while the URL remains 
the same (roomsearch.umn.edu), you will notice some big changes. These changes include a new look 
and layout, the ability to select multiple filters, and the ability to send a URL with the applied filters.  

 

Of particular interest to students, the site offers a link out to study space finder (studyspace.umn.edu). 
The study space finder site also has a direct link back to Room Search because general purpose 
classrooms are also available for individual and group study when not being used by a class or event. 

 

Academic Policy Petition and One-Time Only Late Withdrawal 

Katie Russell and Chris Smith 

A new online form for the One-Time Only Late Withdrawal (OTOLW) process is available for use. This 
online workflow allows students to submit and for colleges to process requests without meeting in 
person. 

There were 17 fully processed requests by Friday, December 4 and another five requests submitted over 
the weekend. 

Work continues on the Academic Policy Petition. The working group will continue to meet weekly over the 
next month. The advisor guide and the final form should be ready to share with working group the week 
of January 11.  
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Fall 2020 semester updates 

End of term reminders 

Amber Cellotti 

Grading dates and deadlines 

● December 16: Last day instruction 
● December 23: Last day finals  
● December 30: Final grades due  
● December 31: NR email to instructors  
● January 7: NR email to Associate Deans 

Bracketing dates and deadlines 

● December 30: Preliminary bracketing run 
● January 4: Official bracketing run 

○ Continue to run until the start of term and bit after, but less frequently 

Degree clearance dates 

UGRD 

● December 23: Confer date 
● January 11: Degree clearance runs will start 
● January 19: Degree clearances are due 
● January 27: All degrees posted by OTR 

GRD 

● December 30: Confer date, all degree requirements and degree exceptions must be 
completed 

● January 19: All degrees posted by OTR 

Dean’s list and honors 

Dean’s list eligibility requirements are not changing: 3.666 term GPA or higher and who completed a 
minimum of 12 credits on the A-F grading basis. Honors eligibility requirements are also not changing.  

Adjusting Dean’s list runs to  

● January 8 
● January 15 
● January 22 
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Diploma name/address 

Students with an EGT and applied status will receive a reminder email sent two weeks before the end of 
the term (or last day of month applied). They will receive their last reminder email the day after degree 
awarded. 

Grading basis changes for fall and spring semesters 

Sue Van Voorhis 

S/N Grading (as of 12/4/2020) 

This information is for both fall 2020 and spring 2021.  

There was a resolution from the Minnesota Student Association brought forward to the University 
Senate. As a result: 

● S/N is added to all TC undergraduate courses 
● S/N will be allowed for major and minor requirements 
● S/N policy that limits the total number is waived  
● Students will be able to change grading basis after the term ends (both A-F to S/N and S/N to AF).  

For fall 2020, students will need to make their requests by emailing One Stop. The deadline is January 6. 
In order to process requests, One Stop will be closed January 7 and 8.  

Converting F grades to N grades  

All F grades will be converted to N. This is a job that is run every morning. This job will need to run on an 
ongoing basis to account for incompletes, K, etc.  

Comment also being added to record to prevent students who elect to go back to an F grade, so that if 
the job runs again it won’t re-convert it back to an N grade.  

Converting D grades to N grades (Extenuating circumstances) 

D grades can be converted to N grades if a student emails One Stop Student Services to request the 
change. If a student wants to convert an N grade back to a D grade, they will need to work with their 
college. There is no timeframe for making these requests. Any extenuating circumstances will be 
petitioned through the college or department. For example, whether or not to accept an S grade for a 
major course, etc. 

Communication plan 

Goal is to communicate this information to instructors/staff December 7. TC Deans are currently 
reviewing the communication to instructors and staff. Student email is being targeted for Tuesday. 

Whenever possible, information will be shared with the RAC email list in advance.  
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Changes to policy 

There will not be a credit limit for S/N grades for fall 2020 and spring 2021.  

 

Questions: 

Q: Are we still going to convert all Fs to Ns? Or does this negate that and students need to make the 
request? 
A: Yes, we are still converting all Fs to Ns. 

Q: Some transfer students may enter and graduate in 4 semesters. Are there any implications for a 
student with 3 of 4 semesters on S/N grading basis, i.e. residency requirements?  
A: Residency requirement not impacted. If a transfer student has all SN grades, it doesn't matter for 
residency. They need to take the classes here. 

Q: Will students have the option to switch to/from Audit or only A-F and S/N? 
A: Really trying to stick to A-F and S/N. If an audit is involved, they should follow the petition process. 
There are some serious consequences to financial aid if a class is changed to audit.  

Q: Is the decision to allow S/N within the major a change for this semester? 
A: We did allow S/N in the major last spring and summer. This fall we were not going to until last week’s 
vote — now S/N will be counted in the major. 

Q: Will colleges' scholastic committees be prepared to allow students to re-add classes that they dropped 
since this decision was made after the deadline to drop on their own? 
A: This was discussed with the provost with the recommendation that the colleges be lenient and allow 
them to add the class back.  

Q: To confirm - are these grade option changes only happening to undergraduate courses or are 
graduate courses impacted too? Sue had mentioned that graduate and professional students were also 
involved in the Senate meeting. 
A: The above information is for Twin Cities undergraduate students taking undergraduate classes 
Decisions for graduate and professional are still being worked on, but they will need be made by college, 
not program 

Q: Will students who take graduate courses for undergraduate credit be allowed to change to S/N grading 
basis?  
A: They would be changing the grade, not the grade basis. There will be a check that the student is a Twin 
Cities undergraduate and it is an Twin Cities undergraduate class.  

Q: If a student is applying to change colleges through ICT, how will S/N grades be looked at? Is this up to 
each individual college? 
A: The college can decide how they will admit the student. 

Q: With the D to N conversion, is One Stop the only one responsible? 
A: D to N will go directly to One Stop, which was requested by the majority of advisors. 
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Q: Can you clarify what decision(s) the colleges will be making for grad students/courses by Wednesday? 
Do they need to decide on allowing all of these changes or just some of them? 
A: An instructor could add an S option, but the student is not allowed to change it after the end of the 
term. Colleges have until the end of the day December 9 to decide if they want their classes to have the 
option and allow changes after the end of term.  

Q: There is a general feeling that some things in our society, that have happened as a result of the 
pandemic (vote by mail as an example), will continue post-pandemic. Do you anticipate there will be 
pressure/desire to continue the grade and grade change leniency, policy leniency in the future? Is this a 
discussion in higher ed in general? 
A: We might see more of a push for grade forgiveness policy. They will have more reason to do so now. 
We have not talked about this too much, but it is on our radar. 

Q:With all of the changes, will students be able to take a course a third time if they get F/N the first two 
times?  
A: Not at this time, unless the college makes an exception. 

Academic Probation & Suspension Information Fall 2020 

Amber Cellotti 

Academic standing dates 

● December 23: Last day of exams 
● January 1-11, 2021: Academic Standing calculations run 
● January 8: Fall 2020 SAP run 
● January 11: Spring financial aid disbursement begins -- may be delayed by 1-2 days due to 

extending SAP date 

 

Probation/suspension 

Academic standing calculations will run as configured and manual adjustments will need to be made. 
Students will not be suspended at the end of fall 2020 or spring 2021, but SAP will continue to run so 
students may not be suspended academically, but they may end up on SAP suspension.   

The P3 service indicator will not be placed for fall 2020 or spring 2021. Students can still be put on 
probation and contracts are strongly encouraged. The academic standing working group is reviewing 
standard contract language 

Colleges will continue to use a similar review process that was established in spring 2020 to account for 
students taking all courses on the S/N grading basis 

 

Questions: 
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Q: Question on suspensions. Does this allow for any exceptions? We will have students return from a 
suspension and put them on a contract. In our contract we stipulate that student may not earn and F's or 
N's or they will be suspended again. Are we able to enforce that for FA20 and SP21? 
A: We are not suspending anybody for spring. Recommend continuing on the contract. 

Q: Is there any discussion about waving probation for spring semster given that the GPA is fairly 
meaningless in the review process? Technically no one should have  a term below 2.0 if they keep up on 
their options. 
A: Probation discussions on ongoing with the colleges. As you mentioned, we will have lots of students 
with a GPA made up of very few credits or have a 0.0 GPA. 

Spring 2021 semester updates  

Start of term 

Sue Van Voorhis 

How will spring semester will start has not yet been determined. The state is currently in “scenario 3” 
which means classes need to be online. The president has a team reviewing how to best start spring 
semester. Might be similar to the start of fall semester. There are only 26% of total classes that have an 
in-person component. 

The S/N grading basis will be added to all Twin Cities undergraduate courses and students will be able to 
change grading basis well into the term (date to be determined, the last day to drop without approval will 
be the following day).  

Fall (2021) registration queue shift 

Jenni Peterson 

November 2020 RAC meeting poll: Should we move the queues earlier or later? (Poll results) 

● Earlier: 15% 
● Later: 85% 

After consultation with you and others, the fall 2021 registration queue will be moved as to not coincide 
with spring break. We will be moving the queue to April 12 - 29, 2021.  Open enrollment will remain April 
30, 2021. 

Summer registration will not move (February 25 - March 4). 
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Summer semester 2021 updates 

Physical distancing during summer semester 

Sue Van Voorhis 

The recommendation is for 6 feet of physical distancing for classroom spaces. Approval has been granted 
to have in-person and hybrid classes. 

Fall semester 2021 updates 

Rosh Hashanah 2021 

Sue Van Voorhis 
 
Fall 2021 Twin Cities academic calendar begins Tuesday, Sept. 7, 2021, which coincides with Rosh 
Hashanah. Community members have expressed concern about possible negative effects on observant 
students, and the signal that this conflict sends regarding inclusion and campus climate. 
 
Background 
 

The Twin Cities academic calendar is approved by the Senate Committee on Education Policy (SCEP) five 
years in advance and is influenced by the University’s HLC accreditation, Human Resource policy, and 
local limiting factors like State Fair parking and transportation on the Twin Cities campus, scheduled this 
year for Aug. 26-Sept. 6, 2021. 

This will be discussed at the next SCEP meeting.  We need to have 70 days of instruction, so it can be 
difficult to find another day to add into the term. Some other thoughts to accommodate include 
extending the 100% refund date and the date for adding a class without instructor permission.  

What do you all think about this proposal? 

Comment: It's important to remember that Rosh Hashanah affects not just students but instructors who 
have to cancel class, and who have to delete material from their syllabus to accommodate the lost day. 
Some accommodation really does level the playing field across all courses. 

Questions: 

Q: Would this also include not holding classes during Eid?  
A: This has not been brought up, so at this time classes will be held. 

Student Change emails 

Carin Anderson-Thoms 
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ASR is looking at options to communicate class schedule changes (including class format changes) to 
students. Currently getting feedback from students and working with MyU on options. Targeting a 
summer 2021 launch for fall 2021 class schedules.  
 
 

Academic Alerts 

Carin Anderson-Thoms 

Looking for feedback on the new process. 

● Have you used the new Academic Alerts? 
● How has the new Academic Alerts process been working for you? 
● Is there anything you would want to change? 
● Have you heard feedback from others? 

Suggestion: Texting system for staff to use with students. 
Follow up: I think IT is looking into using Salesforce to add a texting to students option. 

 
Comment: We need better training for instructors. They are still not sure how to use academic alerts and 
the differences of mid term alerts or not. Faculty are submitting alerts for students that are getting A's in 
the classes. 

 

Pre-Health APAS reports now live to run from What if list 

Stephanie Sutton 

New APAS reports have been created for students who are interested in pursuing health programs at the 
University of Minnesota Twin Cities in the following areas: 

● Medicine 
● Occupational Therapy 
● Pharmacy 
● Physical Therapy 
● Veterinary Medicine 
● Dentistry and Nursing (not yet live) 

The APAS team and OUE worked with the Pre-Health Student Resource Center to gather current 
requirements. The Pre-Health Student Resource Center will communicate any future requirement 
changes/requests to these APAS reports. 

These reports are intended to be supplementary planning documents (not degree programs) and they 
are only for University of Minnesota Health Sciences programs. Students are responsible for ensuring 
that they are on track to fulfill prerequisite requirements. 
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Note: transfer courses will not populate in the Medicine and Pharmacy APAS reports. 

You will not be able to make any exceptions on these reports. Exception requests will need to be 
submitted to apasle@umn.edu.  

Students may bring questions to advisors regarding the What-if Pre-Health APAS reports:  

● For transfer credit questions, direct students to Transferology or to the appropriate Health 
sciences program admissions office.  

● Academic Advisors may also contact the Pre-Health Student Resource Center with any questions 
or feedback regarding the functionality of these reports. 

 

 

TADA update (text-only update) 

Santiago Fernandez-Gimenez 

Transfer Articulation and Transfer Credit 

The launch of the External Credit Interface (ECI) was delayed. There were some complexities with the Run 
Control (the piece of technology that selects the correct students for the integration into PeopleSoft). The 
team is now testing this last important piece of the integration and is aiming for a January 24th launch. 

TADA Phase 3 

The project has created a new,  “Phase 3” Steering Committee with stakeholders from all campuses. One 
innovation to this project steering team is the inclusion of representatives of the user community. We 
have invited a faculty member, an advisor, and a student to participate in the steering committee. We 
hope that having user perspectives on the steering committee will help the rest of the stakeholders 
understand the impact of our choices. 

Progress: Degree planning tools (Graduation Planner/Schedule Builder)  

We are still waiting for a final decision on which direction to follow as we move toward implementation.  

Progress: Course and Curriculum Management & Catalogs 

The RFP questions are being reviewed by technical and functional staff, as well as steering committee. 
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